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INFERNO - The Expected mystery thriller film in FRANCE
To be released on Novembe 09, in FRANCE

PARIS - HOLLYWOOD - LOS ANGELES, 28.10.2016, 20:03 Time

USPA NEWS - INFERNO is a 2016 American Mystery Thriller film directed by Ron Howard and written by David Koepp, based on
the 2013 novel of the same name by Dan Brown. It is the third installment in the Robert Langdon film series (The Da Vinci Code and
Angels & Demons)...

INFERNO is a 2016 American Mystery Thriller film directed by Ron Howard and written by David Koepp, based on the 2013 novel of
the same name by Dan Brown. It is the third installment in the Robert Langdon film series (The Da Vinci Code and Angels & Demons).

Produced by : Brian Grazer & Ron Howard
Based on : 'Inferno' by Dan Brown
Starring : Tom Hanks ( Robert Langdon), Felicity Jones, Omar Sy, Sidse Babett Knudsen, Ben Foster and Irrfan Khan.
Distributed by : Columbia Pictures
Running time : 121 minutes
Release dates : October 8, 2016 (Florence), October 28, 2016 (United States), November 09, 2016 (France)

THE STORY :

The film is the sequel to 'The Da Vinci Code' and 'Angels & Demons', is the third installment in the Robert Langdon (Tom Hanks) film
series. Professor Robert Langdon (Tom Hanks) awakens in a hospital room in Florence, Italy, with no memory of what has transpired
over the last few days, but being plagued with visions of a scorched Earth. Dr. Sienna Brooks (Felicity Jones) reveals that he is
suffering from amnesia as a result of a bullet wound to the head and goes with him using clues from Dante´s epic poem and various
works of art to track down a deadly virus....

In fact, biotech billionaire Bertrand Zobrist (Ben Foster) has become obsessed with humanity´s imminent demise through
overpopulation, so he has created a huge poison-bomb which will cull 50% of people. He hides it before topping himself and he´s left a
trail of clues...

OUR REVIEW :

The bestsellers´ emphasis on culture and art history is refreshingly high-minded in a way but the concealed clues won´t lead you to
anything exciting or insightful about Christianity or the Renaissance. There are many apparently sinister and ruthless people after the
secret too (and after Langdon).

Although some of the film´s many twists are not that surprising, they´re satisfyingly delivered. Dante is quoted many times in case any
slower readers have failed to grasp the origin of the quote. As in many stories, among all this seeking and finding, this one introduces
rogue elements in the shape of the Consortium, a super-powerful private security firm run by Harry Sims ( Irrfan Khan)....
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